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IT is a private non-profit association of Universi-
ties (UA, UC, IST, UBI, UP, ISCTE-IUL, IPL) and PTin 
and Nokia Solutions and Networks, with a mission 
to  create and disseminate scientific knowledge in 
telecommunications. IT hosts and tutors graduate 
and postgraduate students. 

Send your news and contributions for this news-
letter to:   news@it.pt 

Edition: Vera Saldanha 
Coordination: Carlos Fernandes 

FCT wishes to create and support a National Roadmap of Research 
Infrastructures (RI) of strategic relevance that may underpin advances in areas 
of national priority and also bolster the capacity of the R&D community in 
Portugal to be an active member of European and international projects. 

The first call for proposals was launched in July 2013 and the results were 
announced last month. Two projects submitted by researchers from Instituto 
de Telecomunicações were selected to become part of the National Roadmap 
of Research Infrastructures of Strategic Relevance 2014-2020. 

ENGAGE SKA intends to accomplish excellence research through the creation 
of a national Infrastructure towards SKA - the Square Kilometre Array global 
science project, unprecedented in size and scale in the field of radio 
astronomy. ENGAGE SKA will develop hubs for real-scale S&T testing in 
Portugal, strong scientific and engineering participation in the SKA Pre-
Construction Phase with industrial leadership in approved SKA Consortia 
coupling ICT and Green Power. ENGAGE SKA is a consortium of IT, U. Aveiro, U. 
Porto, U. Évora and IP Beja, supported by an industrial consortium (Martifer 
Solar, PT Comunicações, Critical Software, Active Space, LC Tech, INEGI). 

ORCIP (Optical Radio Convergence Infrastructure for Communications and 
Power Delivering) is an hybrid testbed formed by a set of radio heads deployed 
within the University of Aveiro Campus and connected through optical fibre to 
a central location, combining the realism of physical testing with the scalability 
and flexibility of simulations. ORCIP is an open infrastructure that will allow the 
scientific community and industry to test, measure and certificate advanced 
optical & radio systems, centring on innovation and knowledge development 
without the burden of expensive equipment acquisition and technical 
expertise hiring. 
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We are all familiar 
with the concept 
of inertia and 
never miss to 
recognize that a 
body keeps a 
constant velocity 
unless an external 
force acts upon it. 

The larger the 
inertia, the larger the force required for the 
same modification. 

Although some tend to forget it, the same 
concept applies well beyond the realm of 
motion dynamics, and is valid in  human 
organisations such as IT.  

As physical inertia grows with mass, human 
organisation inertia tends to grow with size, 
i.e. with the number of people involved. 
Since, for the latter, applicable forces tend 
to be weak, modifications only occur 
slowly, often so slowly that the 
organisation does not survive. 

FCT ever changing rules and requests, imply 
an ever increasing bureaucratic load that 
seriously undermine IT efforts that should 
be wholly devoted to the fulfillment of its 
mission, rather than dissipated uselessly. 

 

Carlos Salema 

ENgAGE-SKA and ORCIP proposals from 
IT approved for the National Roadmap 
of Research Infrastructures  

www.it.pt
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Instituto-de-Telecomunica%C3%A7%C3%B5es/316833368411545
http://www.youtube.com/itelecomunicacoesPT
http://www.linkedin.com/company/773245?trk=pro_other_cmpy
http://www.flickr.com/photos/institutodetelecomunicacoes_portugal/sets/
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PROJECT SNAPSHOT 
NOVO-Non-volatile polymer memories 
for flexible electronics 

Organic electronics, meaning 
the use of organic (soft) 
materials (mainly polymers, 
usually known as plastics) for 
electronics, is gaining 
momentum and public 
awareness. It is not 
envisioned that this will 
entirely replace the standard 
electronics, which relies on 
inorganic semiconductors 
(being silicon the main 
representative) and metals. 
Yet, materials that are 
synthetized in chemistry labs 
show properties that mimic 
those of the well-known 
inorganic semiconductors 
(such as semiconducting 

behaviour, photo and electroluminescence) having the main advantages of 
combining low specific gravity, flexibility and solution processing, allowing 
for solution printing of components and devices. In addition, material 
modifications targeted to optimize their properties are relatively easy. Just 
as an example, OLED TVs are already on the market! Definitely there will be 
competition in some areas. 

Researchers have 
been developing 
materials and 
processes for the 
optimization of the 
electronic and 
optoelectronic device components. Memories are one of such devices. It 
would be rather surprising if organic memories could beat the storage 
capability of the currently available solid-state inorganic memories in a near 
future. However, we can always claim that human brain has a much larger 
capacity and is organic! 

ICT 2014 - Telecommunications: 
Cooperation for a united world 

ICT 2014 will take place on May 5-7, 2014 in 
Lisbon, hosted by ISCTE-IUL and Instituto de 
Telecomunicações, featuring world-class 
plenary speakers, tutorials and technical 
sessions from academia, research 
laboratories, government, industry and 
security public services to discuss and 
exchange ideas in the fields of wireless and 
cable tele-communication networks, services 
and applications. The conference will also 
include an expo program and exhibition. 

URL: http://www.ict-2014.org/ 

IEEE MeMeA 2014 

The 9th edition of IEEE International 
Symposium on Medical Measurements and 
Applications (will be held at ISCTE-IUL in 
Lisbon, Portugal on June 11-12, 2014. 
Presenters, exhibitors, investors, companies, 
technology experts, patent specialists and 
service providers will be able to exchange 
ideas and information, make connections and 
collaborations and update current and future 
innovation on health care systems, especially 
on medical measurements and applications. 

URL: http://memea2014.ieee-ims.org/  

EUSIPCO 2014 - 22nd European Signal 
Processing Conference 

The 2014 European Signal Processing 
Conference is the 22nd of its kind organized by 
the European Association for Signal 
Processing (EURASIP). It will be held at the 
Lisbon Congress Center, on September 1-5, 
2014 in Lisbon, Portugal, hosted by Instituto 
de Telecomunicações and by INESC-ID. The 
focus will be on signal processing theory, 
algorithms and applications. 

URL: http://www.eusipco2014.org/  

Innovative ideas that can be applied in business or in society  

André Santiago 2nd at “Future Ideas 2014” 
MSc student of Electrical and Computer Engineering from IST, André 
developed his thesis at IT under the supervision of Carlos Fernandes and 
Jorge Costa. He was selected in February for the Masters Top Three among 
more than 350 submissions received from about 25 European countries. The 
finals were held before a panel of judges on March 17 in Venice where he 
won the second place. This European thesis competition is promoted yearly 
by a platform of innovation-driven European companies that are looking for 
ideas that can be used for business or society. 

http://futureideas.eu/the-grand-finale-at-fei-and-the-combinatoric-innovation-award/ 

(continues on page 3) 

The project addresses a particular type of organic 
memories that are of the resistive type and that rely 
on mixtures of two polymers: a ferroelectric and a 
semiconductor. They are diodes, exhibiting a non-
volatile behaviour. 

MSc thesis “Antennas for Body Area Network”, developed at the 
Antennas and Propagation Group of Instituto de Telecomunicações, 
has proposed a new passive UHF RFID tag that is immune to body 
proximity, appropriate for e-health applications. 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) image of the surface of 
the polymer blend (active layer).  

http://www.ict-2014.org/
http://memea2014.ieee-ims.org/
http://www.eusipco2014.org/
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SAAS: Remote Piloted Semi-Autonomous 
Aerial Surveillance System Using Terrestrial 
Wireless Networks 

Due to the numerous foreseen applications of UAVs (unmanned aerial 
vehicle) a lot of research and development has been ongoing in the last 
fifteen years with various prototypes already available. UAVs have 

demanding communication requirements due to the need to transmit 
telemetry, commands and video in real time. Resorting to direct links using 
vendor specific dedicated radios or off-the-shelf standard compliant radios is 
a common approach due to its simplicity and reduced cost. However the 
achievable range is limited to a few kilometres with unobstructed line-of-
sight unless highly directive antennas and powerful long-range transmitters 
are employed. An alternative relies on the use of satellite links which can 
support long range communications but this approach is expensive, 
experiences high latency and requires heavier hardware being mainly 
employed in military systems. 

Nowadays, 3G/4G mobile networks are able to support high transmission 
data rates, reduced latencies and high mobility. Added to the fact that these 
networks already provide wide radio coverage, they could be potentially used 
for supporting air to ground communications for low altitude UAVs. The SAAS 
project aimed to study the capabilities of these networks for supporting this 
type of communications, evaluating the QoS  (Quality of Service) offered and 
developing radio propagation models for low altitude air to ground 
communications. A fully functional system comprising a multicopter platform 
and a remote ground control station for handheld devices has been 
implemented by the project team, with several successful flight tests already 
accomplished. Additional functionalities such as autonomous self-rescue 
procedures in case of communication loss or critical system failure are  under 
development. 

URL: http://www.it.pt/project_detail_p.asp?ID=1644 

Gabriel Martín - Best PhD Dissertation 
Award (engineering field) at University 
of Extremadura 

The work ''Design and implementation of 
new methods for spatial preprocessing prior 
to spectral unmixing of remotely sensed 
hyperspectral data'', co-supervised by 
Antonio Plaza from the University of 
Extremadura (UEX), Spain, and José Manuel 
Bioucas Dias from IT/Instituto Superior 
Técnico, was developed as part of a 
collaboration between UEX and IT and 
defended on July 5th, 2013. Dr. Martín 
spent 18 months in each institution 
developing this joint work. 

Best Paper Award at the International 
Conference on Communication and 
Signal Processing - IEEE SSD 2014 

The paper "Characterizing power amplifier 
static AM/PM with spectrum analyser 
measurements" by Telmo Cunha, Pedro 
Cabral and the PhD student Luis Cótimos 
Nunes received the Best Paper Award at the 
International Conference on 
Communication and Signal Processing, 
included in the 11th International Multi-
Conference on Systems, Signals and Devices 
(IEEE SSD 2014) that was held in Barcelona, 
on February 11-14, 2014. 

URL: http://www.ssd-conf.org/ssd14  

New book: Generating Analog IC 
Layouts with LAYGEN II 

By Nuno C. G. Horta, Nuno C.C. Lourenço 
and Ricardo M. F. Martins (Springer, 2013). 

The book presents an innovative 
methodology  for the generation of IC 
layouts. A design automation tool, LAYGEN 
II, was implemented to validate the 
proposed approach giving special emphasis 
to reusability of expert design knowledge 
and to efficiency on retargeting operations. 

The FCT-funded NOVO project addresses a particular type of organic memories that are of the resistive type and that rely on 
mixtures of two polymers: a ferroelectric and a semiconductor. They are diodes, exhibiting a non-volatile behaviour. The aim 
of the project is to relate the morphology of the polymer blends with the memory behaviour and to contribute to understand 
the operating mechanism. We believe that such a fundamental research is of key importance for the optimization of these 
devices. 

Cover figure (on page 1): Fabricated devices with four memories per substrate. 

Tânia Braz, Jorge Morgado (PI)        URL: http://www.it.pt/project_detail_p.asp?ID=1577 

PROJECT SNAPSHOT - NOVO - Non-volatile polymer memories for flexible 
electronics (continued from p. 2) 

http://www.it.pt/project_detail_p.asp?ID=1644
http://www.ssd-conf.org/ssd14
http://www.it.pt/project_detail_p.asp?ID=1577
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Latest concluded PhDs hosted by IT 

Where are you now? 

  

 

 

  

 

 DACA: Architecture to Implement Dynamic Access Control 
Mechanisms on Business Tier Components 

PhD degree in Computer Science by MAP-i 
Doctoral Program, July 2013, supervised by 
Rui Aguiar (IT-UA) and co-supervised by 
Maribel Santos (UM). 

The thesis proposed a distributed 
architecture aimed at implementing static 
access control mechanisms at the level of 
business tier components of relational 
database applications. The mechanisms are 
closely aligned with Call Level interfaces in order to take their 
advantages, such as SQL expressiveness and SQL performance. 

Perfect sequences for communication systems with code 
division multiple Access 

PhD degree in Electrical and Computer 
Engineering by the University of Coimbra 
(UC), January 2013, supervised by Henrique J. 
A. da Silva (UC). 

The thesis proposed new sets of sequences, 
with perfect autocorrelation function, for 
optical and wireless communication systems 
using an inverse discrete Fourier transform. 

João is currently an Assistant Professor at the Polytechnic 
Institute of Leiria. 

Unobstructive Vital Signs Monitoring of Wheelchair Users 

PhD degree in Electrical and Computer 
Engineering by IST, Dec. 2013, supervised by 
Octavian Postolache (ISCTE) and Pedro Silva 
Girão (IST). 

The thesis proposed a set of techniques to 
acquire several physiological signatures of a 
seated subject (heart and respiratory rate, 
pulse delays, blood pressure), resulting in a 
patented prototype and a Student Travel 
Award to 2013 IEEE I2MTC. 

Eduardo is currently an Electricity and Instrumentation Project 
Manager at Hovione. 

Control Design for Multicast-Aware Class-Based Networks 

PhD degree in Telecommunications by MAP-
Tele Doctoral Program, January 2013, 
supervised by Susana Sargento (UA) and 
Augusto Neto (Federal University of Rio 
Grande do Norte, Brazil). 

The thesis proposed new architecture and its 
protocols for centralized and decentralized 
control of network edge/border nodes with 
focus on efficient support for dynamic class-
based resource over-reservation and 
multicast-aware communication paths management. 

José Fernandes received his B.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees from the 
University of Aveiro, Portugal, both in Electrical Engineering, in 
1990 and 1997, respectively. He joined the Department of 
Electrical Engineering of the same University, where he became an 
Assistant Professor in 1997. He joined Instituto de 
Telecomunicações in Aveiro right from the beginning (1994) where 
he led and participated in a number of national and international 
projects, namely those co-founded by European Commission.  

From September 2000 to August 2003 he worked as Scientific 
Officer at European Commission, Directorate General for 
Information Society. The job was focused on Policy Definition for 
Europe, International Consortia Project Management & 
Framework Program Definition. 

Back to Portugal, he was with UMIC (Innovation and Knowledge 
Society Agency) as an adviser of the Director until June 2005. 
During that period, he also represented the Portuguese Government in several International committees, namely those coordinated by 
the European Commission and European Council. He also played a major role in coordinating the joint working initiatives with FCCN 
(Foundation for National Scientific Computing), where he became Member of the Board of Directors from 2004 to 2007. During this 
period he played a major role in a number of national initiatives, like the IPv6 Task Force, the online knowledge library (B-on), the 
national school broadband network and fibre optic network that allows universities to enjoy a true broadband network connection today. 

In February 2007 he joined the Microsoft Portugal Leadership Team where he became the Developer & Platform Evangelism Director, 
with responsabilities to engage independent software vendors, developers and IT professionals for platform adoption and sales, and 
manage a number of programs targeting students and start-ups. Under his leadership, his team won twice the best subsidiary of the year 
award and the worldwide Imagine Cup finals in Citizenship category. Over the last 3 years he was a member of General Council of Beira 
Interior University. 

Last December José Fernandes moved with his family to Finland where he is a Technology 
Evangelism Director at Microsoft. 

Óscar Pereira 

José Fernandes 

João da Silva Pereira 

Eduardo Pinheiro  Evariste Logota 


